5th Annual Dublin Leaders’ Luncheon
BUILDING A FRAMEWORK FOR ACTION
Agenda
12:00-12:15

Welcome and Presentation of the Inaugural AWAR Trailblazer Award

12:15-12:25

Dómhnal Slattery, CEO, Avolon: Putting Words into Action – The Drive for Diversity at
Avolon

12:25-13:10

Panel Discussion – Aviation Industry Leaders and Gender Diversity Champions
• Moderator – Lorraine Hariton, President and CEO, Catalyst
• Greg Lee, Managing Director, Goldman Sachs
• Denise Mangan-Fahy, Senior Vice President, GECAS
• Mark Lessard, Partner and Global Head of Finance, Pillsbury

13:10-13:45

Lunch and Roundtable Discussions – Join your tablemates in discussion as you work
through a section of the Catalyst model “Building an Inclusive Workplace” on page 6, to begin
developing your own frameworks for action

13:45-13:55

Select Table Report-outs

13:55-14:00

Thanks and Adjourn

Conrad Dublin, January 22, 2019

Special thanks to our generous sponsors:

Inaugural AWAR Trailblazer Award Recipient
Marie-Louise Kelly
Marie-Louise Kelly was appointed Chief Financial Officer of ORIX Aviation in March
2016. In November 2018, she was also appointed to the company’s Board of Directors.
AWAR is committed to the belief that we will only have true gender equality when
women are equally represented at all levels of the leadership pipeline – up to and
including the Board of Directors. In recognition of her trailblazing career achievements,
AWAR is proud to name Marie-Louise as our INAUGURAL AWAR TRAILBLAZER.
Prior to joining ORIX Aviation, Marie-Louise trained in tax with KPMG Dublin where she
gained experience in the areas of aircraft leasing, banking and insurance. Marie-Louise
is a Chartered Accountant and Chartered Tax Advisor and holds a Bachelor of
Commerce Degree and Masters of Business Studies from University College Dublin.
In her own words…
“This year will mark my ten year anniversary working with
ORIX Aviation. It has been an incredibly interesting,
challenging and rewarding journey to date, culminating in
my recent appointment to the Board of Directors of ORIX
Aviation. I am very proud of what I have achieved
professionally, and during this time I also became a mother
to my daughter Abigail in 2015 and my son Alex, born last
March.
Following completion of a training contract as tax advisor in
KPMG, I began my career with ORIX as a financial
accountant. This provided me with an understanding of the
financial fundamentals of our business. This solid
foundation in the business (together with the tax experience
I gained in KPMG) allowed me to then seek opportunities
within ORIX, working across multiple business functions,
including acquisitions, funding, corporate planning and
structuring.
I relished these opportunities, not being afraid to move out
my comfort zone, challenging myself to develop personally
and deliver professionally. Given the significant growth
phase ORIX went through, the learning curves were steep,
but with that came huge job satisfaction as projects were
completed successfully.
Whilst there are no substitutes for hard work, prioritisation,
time management and determination in building a career,
there have also been a number of key contributing factors in
the development of my career to date.
James Meyler, our current CEO, and David Power, our
previous CEO, have been incredibly supportive throughout
my career. From an early stage, they gave me
responsibilities, which grew year on year as I developed and
delivered. Critical to my development was the fact that, from
a relatively early stage, they provided me with opportunities
to attend and participate in important stakeholder meetings
and key internal discussions.

This allowed me to learn from senior industry professionals and
provided me with invaluable insight and understanding of ORIX,
our business and our culture. Although not a board member at
the time, I also attended and participated in board meetings
following my appointment as CFO and this has been instrumental
in ensuring a smooth transition to the ORIX Aviation Board.
I reported directly to James for 6 years prior to my appointment
as CFO in 2016 and he took an active role in developing and
mentoring me, I am very grateful for his guidance, which has
been instrumental in my career progression. ORIX Corporation,
and my fellow board members, Kei Kitagawa and Kiyoshi
Fushitani, have also been very supportive of me and the various
promotions I have achieved.
ORIX Aviation has been in existence as a subsidiary of ORIX
Corporation for almost 28 years. Our board has always believed
in taking a long term view of staff development, in the knowledge
that developing talent internally, regardless of gender, is crucial
to the long term success of our business. My success, and the
fact that I have been able to achieve it whilst having family
commitments, is a testament to that long term belief. Together
with the other board members, I very much look forward to
continuing to develop this agenda internally. I am privileged to
work with a number of female “rising stars” in our company and it
is an important responsibility to ensure that they are given the
opportunities necessary to develop and maximise their potential.
I am very grateful to Amelia, Irena, Dana, Murrae and Kathleen
for the wonderful work that they have done in developing AWAR
and the Advancing Women in Aviation agenda. I am hugely
honoured to be recognised by such an outstanding group of
female leaders in our industry. In my view, this industry has
attracted the best and the brightest of young female talent in
recent years and I have no doubt that with all of our support, they
are capable of becoming influential board members of leading
companies in our industry.”

James Meyler, CEO, ORIX Aviation Group: “ORIX Aviation is very proud of Marie-Louise and offer our hearty congratulations on
receiving the Inaugural AWAR Trailblazer Award. Marie-Louise’s enthusiasm and willingness to take on different projects and see
them to successful completion has repeatedly impressed me over the years. Marie-Louise always takes the time and goes out of
her way to help other employees with their work and projects. Marie-Louise is always prepared, organized and efficient, and she
works hard on the right things. Team members appreciate the leadership role she assumes, and it’s always impressive the amount
she can accomplish in a day. Marie-Louise brings to the table her excellent technical skills on the global cross-border tax issues, is
a qualified accountant and all-rounder executive whose ambition, intelligence and tenacity make her highly deserving of the recent
appointment to the Board of Directors for ORIX Aviation and as the first recipient of this award.”
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Dómhnal Slattery:
Putting Words into Action — The Drive for Diversity at Avolon
Dómhnal Slattery is one of the world’s leading aircraft
leasing pioneers and the founding CEO of Avolon.
Established in 2010, in what was one of the largest ever
private equity funded start-ups, with US$1.1 billion of initial
equity, Avolon has rapidly grown to become the world’s third
largest aircraft lessor.
Avolon’s launch shareholders included three of the leading
private equity firms globally and GIC, the sovereign wealth
fund of Singapore. Avolon listed on the New York Stock
Exchange in December 2014 in what was, at that time, the
largest ever listing on the NYSE by an Irish founded
company.
Within eight months of listing, Avolon was the subject of a
US$7.6 billion bid by Bohai Capital which delivered a 55%
return to shareholders who invested in Avolon’s IPO.
In October 2016, Avolon agreed to acquire the aircraft leasing business of CIT for US$10.4 billion which
confirmed its position as the fastest growing and the third largest aircraft lessor globally.
Avolon also announced a subsequent order for 75 Boeing 737 MAX aircraft – representing Avolon’s single largest
order with Boeing to date.
As of 31 December 2018, Avolon had an owned, managed and committed fleet of 971 aircraft, serving 153
airlines in 61 countries.
In November 2018, Avolon announced that ORIX, a Japanese financial institution, had acquired a 30% stake in
Avolon from Bohai Capital for US$2.2 billion.
In December 2018, Avolon announced an order for 100 Airbus A320Neo family aircraft valued at US$11.5 billion.
This order made Avolon now Airbus’ largest aircraft lessor backlog customer.
Dómhnal started his aviation finance career in GPA in 1989, which was later acquired by GE Capital to become
GECAS. In 1994, he left GECAS to found International Aviation Management Group (IAMG), which he rapidly
established as one of leading aviation finance advisory houses for the world’s airlines. This success was
identified by the Royal Bank of Scotland Group who acquired IAMG as the launch platform for RBS Aviation
Capital, led by Dómhnal as CEO.
Dómhnal successfully built the RBS Aviation Capital business, now owned by SMBC Aviation, into the then third
largest aviation finance business in the world.
Building on his career in aviation, Dómhnal has also worked to preserve and highlight Ireland’s unique aviation
heritage. In 2013, Avolon commissioned a documentary film, Pioneers and Aviators, A Century of Irish Aviation,
which tells the story of the individuals whose vision, passion, successes and failures helped forge Ireland’s
unique aviation landscape.
Dómhnal is also committed to supporting initiatives outside of aviation finance and, in particular, to supporting the
Arts. He has collaborated with Ireland’s Royal Hibernian Academy (RHA) to enable international artists to come
to Dublin and develop their practice within one of Ireland’s foremost contemporary art organisations.
Dómhnal has a Bachelor of Commerce from NUI Galway (formerly University College Galway), and in 2015 he
was honoured by NUI Galway for his achievements in global business leadership. In December 2016, Dómhnal
received the Award for “Outstanding Contribution to the Aviation Industry” at the Aviation Industry Awards.
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Panel Participants
Lorraine Hariton is the President & CEO of Catalyst.
Catalyst’s vision and mission have been a passion for Lorraine Hariton since college.
Lorraine’s career has benefited tremendously from Catalyst’s work, and she is honored
to lead the organization at this crucial time, to pay it forward to future generations, and
to help write the next chapter in its 56-year legacy of accelerating positive change for
women.
Lorraine brings a strong and diverse background in technology, innovation, and
partnering to her role as President & CEO. Her extensive career includes senior-level
positions in Silicon Valley, as well as leadership roles across the private, nonprofit, and
government sectors. She served as CEO of two Silicon Valley start-ups, Beatnik and
Apptera, and has held senior executive roles in public companies. In 2009, she was
appointed by President Obama to be Special Representative for Commercial and
Business Affairs at the US Department of State. Most recently, Lorraine was Senior
Vice President for Global Partnerships at the New York Academy for the Sciences.
Lorraine has been involved in women’s advancement leadership initiatives throughout
her career. At the New York Academy of Sciences, she was instrumental in creating the
Global STEM Alliance and its 1000 Girls, 1000 Futures program, a global mentoring
initiative to help girls pursue careers in STEM (science, technology, engineering, and
math).
At the US Department of State, Lorraine established the Global Entrepreneurship
Program, the WECREATE program for women entrepreneurs, and the Secretary’s
Council on Women’s Leadership. She has served on several boards of organizations
committed to the advancement of women in the workplace, including the UN Women
Global Innovation Coalition for Change, the Stanford Clayman Institute for Gender
Research, and Watermark.
Lorraine is the proud mother of Glen and Laura and enjoys spending time with her
grandson, Moses, as often as possible. She is an accomplished triathlete who enjoys
cycling, tennis, and all things outdoors. Lorraine holds a BS in Mathematical Sciences
from Stanford University, and an MBA from Harvard Business School.
Greg Lee is a managing director in the Global Industrials Group in the Investment
Banking Division of Goldman Sachs, where he is responsible for the firm’s relationships
with airlines and aviation leasing companies.
Previously, Greg was co-head of the Structured Finance Group, which included a
number of sectors including auto, consumer, trade and transport, project finance and
infrastructure and corporate securitizations. Before that, he was responsible for the
Trade, Transport and Infrastructure Group. Greg has also worked on advisory and
restructuring assignments. securitizations. He joined Goldman Sachs as a managing
director in 2007 and was named partner in 2014.
Prior to joining the firm, Greg worked at Salomon Brothers, Salomon Smith Barney and
Citigroup for 14 years, focusing on structured finance product development and
execution across a wide variety of industries. His primary focus was on infrastructure,
transportation and project finance debt and equity capital raising.
Greg earned a bachelor’s degree in Government from Harvard University in 1990.
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Panel Participants
Denise Mangan-Fahy is Senior Vice President, Portfolio & Rental Operations, at
GECAS Engine Leasing. Denise has 30 years’ aviation experience gained in airline,
maintenance and leasing roles.
In her current role, Denise manages a portfolio of 500+ owned and serviced spare
engines with an approximate value of $3.5BN. Denise drives the life cycle strategy for
these assets with responsibility for the overall performance of the engine rental pool,
strategies for portfolio engine refurbishment, and maximising value from these assets.
Denise previously led the power plant function for the EMEA region in the technical
organisation of GECAS. In this role, Denise was responsible for developing and
providing understanding of engine assets for the business, customer negotiation,
engine OEM negotiation, engine shop visit management and engine cost analysis.
Prior to joining GE, Denise held positions of increasing responsibility at Aer Lingus and
Shannon Aerospace.
Being very active in the promotion and development of female talent within GE, Denise
has held the role of Ireland Co-Hub Women’s Network Leader and GECAS Shannon
Hub Leader from 2012 to 2017. During this tenure, Denise has fostered many
networking and development opportunities internally, externally and across GE
businesses.
Denise holds a First Class Honours MBA from University of Limerick.
Mark Lessard is a Partner and Pillsbury's global Finance practice leader, who advises
dozens of clients worldwide on high-stakes debt and equity transactions, many of which
have won "Deal of the Year" awards.
Mark represents a global clientele, including lenders, lessors, investors, operators,
underwriters, manufacturers, rating agencies and trustees engaged in complex crossborder asset-backed financings of every stripe. He has in-depth knowledge of local and
transnational rules governing the placement, pledge and recovery of aviation assets
worldwide. Clients also seek Mark's counsel on aerospace mergers and acquisitions,
private equity investments, joint ventures and procurement processes in addition to
aviation-related insolvency proceedings and highly technical contractual disputes.
• Regularly recognized by Chambers USA, Aviation Finance; Chambers Global; The
Legal 500 U.S., Asset Finance and Leasing; Who’s Who Legal, Aviation/Transport;
and Airfinance Journal Lawyer’s Guide.
• Member of five-person executive committee of Legal Advisory Panel to Aviation
Working Group, which is at forefront of cross-border equipment finance with work on
the Cape Town Convention on International Interests in Mobile Equipment.
• Spent a one-year secondment at Airbus S.A.S. in Toulouse, France, handling inhouse legal issues ranging from corporate compliance and transactional work to
aviation litigation and international trade.
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Roundtable Exercises
Catalyst Model –
Four Steps to Building an Inclusive Workplace
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Table Instructions
I.

Select a Table Captain to facilitate your table’s discussion and take notes.

II.

Referencing the Catalyst Model, discuss one or more of the four steps to building an inclusive workplace:
Step 1: Build Awareness – WHERE ARE WE NOW?
• Examples: Gather and assess diversity data by seniority level. What are the ”pain points” in
our pipeline? Do we have enough women in the pipeline – at the right levels, in critical
roles, with P&L responsibility – to fill strategic leadership positions? Have we engaged the
right stakeholders to fix the problem?
Step 2: Define Strategy – WHERE DO WE WANT TO GO?
• Examples: What is our desired future state? In a perfect world, what would our leadership
pipeline look like? How will we define success, and how will we measure our progress?
Step 3: Mobilize – HOW DO WE GET THERE?
• Examples: Who are the key stakeholders to achieve our vision? Have they internalized the
mission? Do we have the proper training, staffing, and budgets in place? What’s our
communication plan? Is there visible support from the C-suite?
Step 4: Implement – HOW TO MAKE CHANGE?
• Examples: Roll out our plan. Target early-adopters and enlist champions to rack up early
wins. Clearly identify roles and responsibilities, and metrics to track our progress.
Implement meaningful “carrots and/or sticks” to ensure that all levels of management are
held accountable for achieving milestones.

III.

If time permits, we will ask for volunteer Table Captains to share report-outs.
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Notes
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AWAR Officers and Board of Directors
Amelia Anderson

Kathleen
Murphy

Dana A. Barta

Co-founder,
BoardReady.org, a
Women on Boards
Accelerator (launching
2Q 2019)

Executive Director,
Head of Aviation
Finance Team,
Global Capital
Markets

Senior Vice
President of
Aircraft Leasing

Former Managing
Director, Assistant
Treasurer
AWAR Co-Founder
& President

AWAR
Secretary

AWAR Co-Founder
& Treasurer

Murrae RossEskell

Irena
Badelska

Managing Director and
Founder

Senior Vice
President
Marketing

AWAR Board
Member

AWAR Board
Member

AWAR Steering Committee
Danielle
Roman

Anyi Lee
Vice President
Global Structured
Debt Transportation

Fiona Scott
Talent
Acquisition
Advisor

Partner
Banking and
Finance

Sarah Briand
Vice President
Aviation Finance
Team, Global
Capital Markets

Taruna
Hasrajani

Senior Manager,
Hubs and
Gateways

Please visit us at www.AWARglobal.com
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2019 Roundtable Participant List
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2019 Roundtable Participant List

Notice regarding photos: AWAR reserves the right to use images from today's and/or other AWAR events on its website and other printed and
electronic media. By attending today's event, you authorize AWAR to use your image.
If you would like to opt out of this authorization, please print your name and email address below, and return this form to an AWAR representative, or
email us at info@AWARglobal.com.
I DO NOT authorize AWAR to use my image.
Name:
© Advancing Women in Aviation Roundtable (AWAR)
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